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Implementation of a Low Cost Wireless Distributed Control System using GSM Network K.M.T.N. Ganegedara1, J.A.R.C. Jayalath2, K.M.K. Kumara3, D.N.U. Pandithage4, B.G.L.T. Samaranayake5, E.M.N. Ekanayake6, A.M.U.S.K. Alahakoon7 Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering Faculty of Engineering, University of Peradeniya Peradeniya, Sri Lanka thilan1, ravindu.e032, kapila.e033, nadeesha.e034, lilantha5, neka6, sanath7 @ee.pdn.ac.lk Abstract – Recent developments in wireless communications and electronic devices has considerably contributed to the evolvement of low cost densely deployed sensor networks. Sensor network applications are diverse, ranging from civil to military. Many applications of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are useful only when connected to an external network. In this paper we are proposing a low cost wireless sensor network, which will transfer monitored parameters to the outside world using an existing Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) network. [1][2]



I



INTRODUCTION



As the name implies, WSN is a wireless network of densely deployed smart sensor devices. Topology of a WSN can be star, tree, flat or hierarchical. These sensors cooperatively monitor physical and environmental conditions and send the data to a control center where they may be used either for monitoring or controlling. Sensor nodes are capable of sensing process parameters, processing and sending data using wireless communication medium. There is a wide spectrum of diverse sensor network applications ranging from civil society to military based. WSNs have unique characteristics and constraints depending on the applications. This is mainly due to the constraints of the sensor nodes. For example low computational power, limited memory, low wireless communication bandwidth, and limited energy. Therefore when designing a WSN, care should be taken to reduce the energy consumption and increase the life time of the sensor network.[3][4][5] In our sensor network we have divided the network in to cells and clusters and each cell has a sensor node that we have designed and constructed. There is one node with a mobile phone interfaced to its microcontroller, which is the cluster head. It performs all the functions that other sensor nodes perform, but in addition it collects data from other sensor nodes and transmits to a central station via an SMS utilizing an existing GSM network. The central station is a station, which has more computational power and memory capacity. This can be a PC equipped with a GSM modem or even a handheld mobile device with advanced features such as a PDA. In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation of a hardware prototype of a wireless sensor network utilizing an existing GSM network. Our proposed WSN has two-way radio wave communication among the sensor nodes for intercommunication, and user communication using Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (USART), RS232 and Universal Serial Bus



(USB) communication protocols. The GSM network is robust and reliable which support a high degree of mobility and we have optimized the power management in each module because the energy consumption is of utmost importance. The electronics involved in a sensor node is simple and hence the cost of construction is reduced. The amount of devices used in a sensor node is minimized in order to reduce the power consumption as well as the cost. We are adapting an existing GSM network to transmit the data collected from all the nodes to the central station. Since GSM is a reliable system for communication and since it is already implemented and has a wide spread coverage, the burden of communicating with the central station via other media is avoided. Our system is mainly targeting the local applications such as water level monitoring, temperature and humidity monitoring, rainfall monitoring, etc. This is suitable for a country like ours (Sri Lanka) because the deployment of any other means than a WSN such as human involvement or deployment of a system from a reputed manufacturer would need a heavy capital investment. In addition to monitoring, remote control functions can also be integrated and hence the developed system is a Wireless Distributed Control System (WDCS). The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces system topology. It will mainly include details about Wireless Distributed Sensor System, GSM Network and interfacing. Then in section III, System Implementation, consisting of Sensor Nodes, Cluster Head, USB Node and Control Computer Node are explained. Results of the implementation are presented in section IV. Finally conclusion and further works are given in section V. II



SYSTEM TOPOLOGY



A. Stucture of the Wireless Distributed Control Network A simplest distributed sensor network consists of remote sensing nodes, a gateway node, a communication network and a central station for data processing. Similarly, in our topology a selected geographical area is divided into cells based on the diversity of the measurement parameters of that area, and there is a sensor node in each cell, which monitors the cell. Then there is the cluster head, located in the centre of the cluster, which collects data from all the nodes in that cluster and transmits that data to the central station via a text message through a GSM network. The
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2008 IEEE Region 10 Colloquium and the Third ICIIS, Kharagpur, INDIA December 8-10. 393 network topology is illustrated in Fig 1.This is similar to the architecture of a GSM network in base station deployment.



level of security can be adjusted depending on the application of the WDCS. B. GSM Network In the WDCS, we are utilizing an existing GSM network, which is very reliable and has a good coverage, to communicate with the central station and the cluster head. Since the reception of data is via a SMS, the central station needs not to be a fixed terminal. It automatically achieves mobility because of the GSM network mobility. OTAP can be used to transfer the authority of the control station to another control station by issuing, appropriate commands to the cluster head via SMS. Hence, the system is flexible and can be met with different application requirements.



Fig. 1. Network topology of the WDCS is shown above. It consists of several sensor nodes, a cluster head and a central station. The communication between the cluster head and the central station is via GSM



The communication between sensor nodes and the cluster head is application dependent. It can be a periodic transmission or aperiodic event triggered transmission. The remote sensing nodes send the acquired data to the cluster head by means of radio wave communication. The cluster head then sends the collected data as a short message (SMS) via an existing GSM network, to a central station, which is a computer connected to a mobile phone which receives the data sent from the mobile station and processes and stores data. The central station executes a program, which extracts data from the received SMS and performs necessary control functions. The control functions can also be communicated to the sensor nodes if necessary and hence it becomes a Wireless Distributed Control System (WDCS) rather than a simple WSN. Further, the central station can communicate with the cluster head for on demand acquisition of data and for over the air programming (OTAP) of sensor nodes. 1) Data acquisition in the proximity of the sensor nodes Data acquisition from the sensor nodes, when a person is near the area of interest, comes in handy if he/she can plug in a device to download data from the network. Otherwise, the person should request data from the central station located very far from the sensing station and that will be very inefficient, time consuming and costly. Hence, another device has been constructed with a USB interface which can be plugged into the USB port of a central station to download data from the sensor nodes when a person is near the area of interest. 2) Security Security is always a very significant issue in sensor networks. An intruder may login to the system and even change the settings of the system unless proper security is provided. The sensor nodes are communicating with the cluster head using radio wave communication. If the communication protocol of the system doesn’t provide enough security, any person can take data from the sensing node. In addition, the program running in the microcontroller can be distorted, changed or even deleted from the chip if it is not given code protection. We have implemented proper methods to assure data security and the



C. Interfaces 1) GSM - PC Interface at the central station When the data sensed has arrived as a short message at the central monitoring station, user must be capable of extracting and analyzing those data. A mobile phone is connected to the central station via RS232 (using MAX232 [12][13]), using DB9 cable and the mobile phone is interfaced to the program running in the computer. The cluster head is programmed to send data to a specific mobile phone number, which is the number of the mobile phone used at the central station. When a SMS is received at the central station, it reads the received SMS and verifies whether it is from a valid cluster head. If the sender is valid, then the program extracts data from the SMS and processes and also stores the data along with the time of reception in a spreadsheet for future analysis. The SMS contains data of different types such as, temperature, light intensity, humidity, water level of a tank, etc. Therefore, the controller has to be informed about the changes and the control signal should be sent the control station. That means the central station PC should be capable of getting data automatically and sending the control signal to the controller, which responds to the changes in the sensed data.



Fig. 2. PC interface at the central station. This only shows the primary interface. There are several sub-interfaces as well.



2) USB-PC interface When a person is near or within the area of radio wave communication, it will be a lot inefficient if he/she has to request data from the central station, which is usually located far from the sensor network. To avoid this, we have developed a USB module, which can be connected to the
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2008 IEEE Region 10 Colloquium and the Third ICIIS, Kharagpur, INDIA December 8-10. 393 USB port of a computer to download data from the sensor nodes directly. This node is equipped with a RadiometrixTM [7] transceiver so that it can communicate with the sensor nodes and request for data. We have used MicrochipTM PIC18F2550 microcontroller, which has the in-built USB communication module. A device driver enables an application code to access a peripheral when the application knows merely the peripheral's name or the devices function. To connect hardware with PC or to access the USB port we need to provide device drivers. A device driver is a software component that enables applications to access a hardware device. It accomplishes its mission by translating between application level and hardware-specific code. The application-level code uses functions supported by the operating system to communicate with device drivers. The hardware-specific code handles the protocols necessary to access the peripheral's circuits, including detecting the states of status signals and toggling control signals at appropriate times. Operating systems include application programmer's interface (API) functions that enable applications to communicate with device drivers. D. Remote Programming the Microcontroller Over the air programming (OTAP) [16] is a newly emerging technology, with which, a user does not need to visit the place to change the program of a device. Instead, it can be programmed remotely, while sitting at a place far away from the device, even in another country, if that programmer is an authorized person. There are several applications of OTAP in our project. If the user needs to switch the monitoring of the sensor network, the mobile phone number entered in the cluster head should be changed. For that, either a person has to visit the cluster head and manually program the device, which will consume a lot of money and time. But if we use OTAP, the same operation can be done within a small time, virtually, at no cost. Further, using OTAP, arithmetic operations and values stored in the program can be changed and this becomes a very useful tool in the long-term operation. The running program is stored in the non-volatile flash memory of the microcontroller. The used PIC16F876A microcontroller has a self-reprogrammable feature, which enables to change the program code resided in the program memory, without requiring any external higher programming voltage. Reading from and writing to program memory through user code can be done through a set of Special Function Registers (SFR). PIC16F876A has 14336 Bytes (8192x14 words) of flash memory capacity from 0000h to 1FFFh. The entire program memory is made up of a flash array. Every single byte of flash program memory can be erased and reprogrammed. Single instruction consists of two bytes (2 memory locations). Reset vector is located at 0000h and interrupt vector is at 0004h [10]. After a program is compiled with compiler software the memory locations and the data they carrying can be inspected with the used software. Using Microchip™ MPLab, the opcodes for all the assembly codes can be viewed. The relevant memory addresses can



also be viewed in this window. Hence, by looking at the disassembly listing of the program, one can identify what location and what opcode are to be changed. Generally Short Message Service (SMS) uses 7 bit characters. Therefore a maximum of 160 characters can be sent with a single SMS. For remote programming, SMS can be used to deliver the programming code to the remote end module. The module decodes the message and self– programs the device. But the amount of data that can be sent is low compared to program code. Therefore we program the microcontroller to send more than one SMS. III



SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION



Fig. 3. WDCS with control station. The cluster head may either contact the central station or a control station for monitoring or controlling purposes respectively



A sensor network with multiple sensor nodes rather than a single node sensor network has many applications and advantages. Therefore, we considered a multiple sensor network. In the multi-sensor network, the area of interest is divided into cells based on a criterion decided depending on the application. Then, sensor nodes are deployed in each cell and they will communicate with the cluster head, who communicates with the central station. In Fig. 3 we have shown how the central station, control station, cluster head and sensor nodes communicate. A. Sensor Node In the multi-sensor WDCS, there will be several sensing nodes. Each node should be capable of acquiring data, converting the collected data into a recognizable format, process the data and transmit it to the cluster head using the radio wave communication securely. A sensor node that we have designed currently consists of three sensors (for temperature, light intensity and water level measurements), a Radiometrix™ transceiver, and a PIC16F876A microcontroller with Analog to Digital converter. Light intensity, temperature and water level are the main data going to be transferred via GSM network. The LM35 is a temperature sensor, calibrated in Kelvin which does not require any external calibration. A light dependent resistor
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2008 IEEE Region 10 Colloquium and the Third ICIIS, Kharagpur, INDIA December 8-10. 393 (LDR) is used as the light intensity sensor and a standard water level sensor is used to sense the water level. The RadiometrixTM [7] transceiver we are using is, BIM2-433-160-5V [8]. It suites one-to-one and one-tomany wireless links which can be used in transmitting remote data consuming low power. The BIM2-433-160-5V transceiver supports data rates up to 160 kbps at distances up to 50m inside a building and 200m open ground. In our design, we use Manchester coding [10] for data transmission, which gives auto synchronization as well as low error rate line coding. According to the technical specifications of the Radiometrix™ transceiver, it requires a 5V controlled supply and a current less than 20mA. The transmitter is a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) controlled 10mW FM transmitter [8]. Helical, Loop and Whip antennas are among the manufacturer recommended antenna list for the transceiver. We used helical wire coil, whose one side is directly connected to pin 2 of the transceiver and the other side is left open circuited. This antenna is very efficient while being small in size (length 20mm and diameter 4mm). Care should be taken when mounting and designing the antenna because it controls the range and the quality of transmission. 1) Receiver implementation There are two receiver modules. The cluster head (with PIC16F876A microcontroller) and the USB node (with PIC18F2550 microcontroller). The cluster head acquires data from the nodes and sends those data to the central station while the USB module, collects data for real time monitoring purposes in the vicinity of the sensor network. For a reliable transmission, the implementation of a good communication protocol is essential. For our design, we implemented a communication protocol for RF communication considering all the issues that may arise in a WDCS. The protocol is flexible to be adapted to the specific application and the required security level.



Preamble – Used for synchronizing the sender and the receiver. It has 32bits of alternating 1’s and 0’s Station ID – Used to identify the node (or cell) which transmitted the frame Security Key – Used for security purposes. The key is known by the particular node and the receiver only Data – Data obtained from a specific sensor. (10bit or 8bit digital values). The order of the data types is common for the receiver and all the transmitters End frame marker – Used to signal that the transmission of frame is complete Transmitter and receiver have the same bit time agreed upon the protocol. This leads to a better and fast synchronization. If the frame contains errors, a retransmission is requested. As an error detection mechanism, odd or even parity is added to the protocol. To minimize the effect of noise and hence the error rate, Manchester coding is used in data transmission. Therefore signal will not be at same level for consecutive 1s or 0s. Manchester coding also gives auto synchronization facility [15]. When multiple sensor nodes transmit data, collisions may occur due to simultaneous transmission. To avoid this, we have implemented another protocol for the cluster head. In passive transmission of sensor nodes, a collision will not occur because, the cluster head polls for data from each node. In active data transmission of sensor nodes, there is a possibility for collision. To avoid this, if the cluster head does not receive a full frame or if the frame gets interference from another node, it does not acknowledge the frame and sets a random back-off time for each node. In addition we use carrier detection and hence, when one node transmits, all the other nodes will wait until that transmission is finished. Using this, we have reduced the probability of collisions.



2) Sensor communication protocol In the WDCS, there will be several sensing nodes. Each node should be capable of acquiring data, converting the collected data into a recognizable format, process the data and transmit it to the mobile/transmitting station using the radio wave propagation. When designing the communication protocol for the nodes the factors that were taken into consideration are, synchronization, cell identification, security, number of data types, types of data, length of data in bits and data rate. For error checking, a parity bit can be added. If necessary, Cyclic Redundancy Check can also be performed. But it will increase the computational power required at the sensor nodes and consequently high demand for power. A transmitted frame will have the format shown in Fig. 4.



B. Cluster Head Cluster head itself is a sensor node which has an additional GSM modem interfaced to it via the MAX232 [13], so that it can communicate with the central station and control station. This station is also equipped with a RadiometrixTM transceiver to collect data from each node in its cluster. The data is stored in the form of a matrix inside the microcontroller. It sends those data as a SMS to the central station either periodically or on demand. The station first creates the Protocol Data Unit (PDU) frame inside the microcontroller and then by issuing ATtention (AT) commands [17] to the mobile phone using RS232, it sends the SMS. For the communication between the microcontroller and the mobile phone, the cluster head is using USART and RS232 communication. In our design, we are using a Siemens™ C35 mobile phone at the cluster head. It supports AT commands as well as serial communication.



Fig. 4. Sensor node communication protocol



C. Central Station and Control Station Central station is the place where the monitored data from the sensor nodes arrive for processing and decision making operations take place. The operation of the central station is managed by a software which is used for functions such as request for immediate data, OTAP, shut down of the 978-1-4244-2806-9/08/$25.00© 2008 IEEE
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2008 IEEE Region 10 Colloquium and the Third ICIIS, Kharagpur, INDIA December 8-10. 393 node etc.. This Software is protected against intruders by authentication using a password. The central station can also be a control station as well, depending on the application. It may instruct another station to take necessary actions for the corresponding changes in the environment via a SMS. USB Node Universal Serial Bus (USB) is an external bus standard that supports data transfer rates of a full speed mode of 12Mbits/s and a low speed mode of 1.5Mbits/s [9][14]. Nowadays, most of the portable devices have USB communication [11]. We have designed a unit, which has USB communication, to download data from the sensor nodes directly to a computer when a user is near or within the area of the WDCS. Some of the Microcontrollers with built in USB are PIC18F2455/2550/4455/4550 from Microchip™. In our design, we use the PIC18F2550 microcontroller because it is low cost and smaller in size while having the adequate memory capacity for our application. One important fact in choosing the speed of USB operation is the Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI). At low speeds, the effect of EMI to the USB communication is less. For the USB bus to operate, a voltage of 3.3V is required. In the selected microcontroller, there is an in-built voltage regulator to supply this voltage. IV



bauds/s. The received data is in good quality and the rising and falling edges have no distortions.



Fig. 5. Cluster head equipped with a PIC16F876A microcontroller Radiometrix™ transceiver, a serial communication interface. The sensors are attached to the port on the left side of the circuit board



RESULTS



We have developed the system with three sensor nodes, a cluster head and the central station. The system is working as expected and the results are impressive. Figures 5 and 6 show the constructed Cluster Head and Sensor Node. A performance analysis for the Radiometrix™ transceiver was carried out to test the error rate for different baud rates. The analysis was done inside a building with a separation of 15m between the receiver and the transmitter. The graph in Fig. 7 illustrates the results of the analysis. This analysis gives an idea about the transceiver performance for different baud rates. The reason for the high error rate for lower baud rates is that the transceiver datasheet specifies, that the maximum time between a code transitions should be 100 µs. When that constraint is not satisfied, the error rate tends to increase. And, when the baud rate goes high, the minimum time between code transitions reduces. In the datasheet, it is specified that the minimum code transition time is 6.25 µs. Hence, when we increase the baud rate, the error rate tends to increase. With this performance analysis, we found out that the best baud rate for transmission is 4000 bauds/s and it was used as the rate of transmission for the wireless communication. We tested the performance of our WDCS inside a building and we were able to achieve error free transmission within a range of 10m and with a tolerable amount of errors within a range of 25m, which we were able to recover from a retransmission. When the system is implemented in an open ground, we were able to achieve error free transmission within a range of 75m and a range of 100m with an acceptable amount of errors. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate transmitted and received data patterns of Manchester coded wireless transmission within 15m range inside a building. Rate of transmission is 4000



Fig. 6. Sensor node equipped with a PIC16F876A microcontroller and a Radiometrix™ transceiver. The sensors are attached to the port on the left side of the circuit board.



Fig. 7. Error rate vs. Baud rate analysis for the Radiometrix™ communication with a transmitter and receiver separation of 15m inside a building.



Fig. 8. Transmitted bit pattern of a frame
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2008 IEEE Region 10 Colloquium and the Third ICIIS, Kharagpur, INDIA December 8-10. 393 more efficient and reliable. Our WDCS can be scaled to many network applications as required. Our design is scalable, flexible and economically cheap. Since we are using our own designed sensors and existing GSM network it is cost effective and applicable to countries like ours where industries cannot afford a lot of money for monitoring purposes. As future work USB communication is currently being tested and we have obtained a Vendor ID and a Product ID from MicrochipTM for USB communication. REFERENCES Fig. 9. Received bit pattern of a frame



In our design, we are using a helical antenna constructed by us. However we believe that the range may be extended by using a high quality antenna. Or even a whip antenna of height 16cm can be used with which we can improve the distance. But, the height of the antenna has to be considered when deploying the sensors for an application, because if the antennas get damaged, the system may not function as expected. The communication protocol for wireless communication is running properly and the collision avoidance mechanism implemented in the protocol is also functioning properly. The carrier detection and random time back off methods are minimizing the probability of collision. We have interfaced a GSM modem of a Siemens™ C35 mobile phone with the PIC16F876A microcontroller, at the cluster head and we were able to send an SMS using RS232 communication. The application running at the central station is functioning properly and the modem used there is the inbuilt GSM modem of a Sony Ericsson W800i. The communication at the central station is functioning perfectly. The Fig. 10 shows a log file created at the central station when a SMS is received from the cluster head and when it replies to another station.



[1] Ning Xu, “A Survey of Sensor Network Applications” [2] Robert Szewczyk, Joseph Polastre, Alan Mainwaring, and David Culler, “Lessons From A Sensor Network Expedition” [3] S.P.K.A Gunawardena, B.M.D Rangana, M.M Siriwardena, Prof Dileeka Dias, Dr Ashok Peries, “An Automated Rainfall Monitoring System” [4] Holger Karl, Andreas Willig, “A short survey of wireless sensor networks” [5] DavidCuller, Deborah Estrin, Mani Srivastava, “Overview of Sensor Networks” [7] http://www.radiometrix.com [8] Datasheet Radiometrix™ transceiver: http://www.radiometrix.co.uk/dsheets/bim2.pdf [9] http://www.microchip.com [10]Datasheet PIC16F876A microcontroller: http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/39582b.pdf [11]Datasheet PIC18F2550 microcontroller: http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/39632D.pdf [12] http://maxim-ic.com [13] Datasheet MAX232: http://datasheets.maxim-ic.com/en/ds/MAX220-MAX249.pdf [14] http://www.beyondlogic.org/usbnutshell/ [15] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchester_code [16]http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over-the-air_programming [17] http://www.developershome.com/sms/



Fig. 10. Log file created at the central station when receiving a SMS



V



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK



In this paper we are proposing a sensor network model that is clustered and each cluster consisting of a cluster head equipped with a GSM modem and 3 sensor nodes. We designed all the hardware components and they are working as expected. The central station is a PC located in a remote place and it is able to receive SMS through the GSM network and extract and process the data in the SMS and even giving control signals to a controller. A single central station may handle any number of cluster heads. This makes the system
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